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Smart Learning Apps: The List
We asked teachers to recommend apps and programs that have helped their
students learn and practice positive behaviors.

Academic Study and Review
Study Stack
(studystack.com)

Kahoot!
(itunes.apple.com)

Vocabulary
Spelling City

Create flash cards using the app or studystack.com for language, math, and science.
Once you create the flash cards, the app automatically comes up with games to motivate you to study.
Allows teachers to create classroom games based on any subject. You come up with
multiple choice questions, and you can add videos, images, and diagrams to make it
more engaging.
This website helps kids improve spelling and vocabulary by playing games. The site has
word lists for every subject and grade level.

(spellingcity.com)

Khan Academy
(khanacademy.org;
itunes.apple.com)

Quizlet

A full menu of short YouTube video tutorials in math, algebra, science, engineering,
computing, finance, arts, and the humanities.
Create your own flash cards on any subject or choose cards from other Quizlet users.

(quizlet.com; itunes.apple.com)

Dexteria &
Dexteria Jr.

Help kids focus, improve, and perfect the fine motor skills necessary for writing through
a set of hand exercises.

(itunes.apple.com)

Student Tools
Tools 4 Students 2 (itunes.
apple.com)

Inspiration
& Kidspiration
(inspiration.com)

Mathway—
Math Problem Solver
(mathway.com)

Features 25 graphic organizers for students in grades 4-12 to organize their thoughts
while reading or preparing to write.
This software is ideal for visual learners who retain information by associating words
and concepts with images. The program offers graphic organizers, concept mapping,
mind mapping, webbing, and other visual tools.
Answers algebra, trigonometry, and precalculus questions with step-by-step instructions. Caution: Let your child use this app only when he gets completely stumped and
can’t figure out how to solve a problem.

Classroom Behavior Management
PBISworld
(pbisworld.com)

Class Dojo
(classdojo.com)

A website and app for parents and teachers that address challenging behaviors in class
and at home. Click on the specific behavior and receive positive intervention strategies.
A classroom management system that allows teachers to encourage positive behaviors
by providing immediate feedback to students.
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